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RAVI SHANKAR'S achievements in the Indian music firmament are matched only by his international 
influence. Fained as the man who popularized Indian music in the West, his life has really been devoted to mu-
tual exchange and enlightenment between all nations of the world. George Harrison dubs him the "Godfather 
of World Music." His 75th birthday was recently commemorated with the release of Ravi: In Celebration, a 4-CD 
box set spanning his ground-breaking career. He continues to perform in concert halls around the world and is 
currently readying his autobiography, Raga Mala. 

He was born Robindra Shankar in Benares, United Province, on April 7, 1920, the youngest of four brothers 
who survived to adulthood. His father Shyam Shankar was an eminent scholar, statesman, and lawyer but was 
absent for most of his childhood. The young Shankar (nicknamed "Robu") was therefore raised by his mother 
in some poverty. His eldest brother, the legendary dancer Uday Shankar, was already in Europe, dancing with 
Anna Pavolva before establishing his own Indian dance troupe. In 1930 Robu, his mother and brothers moved 
to Paris to join the troupe. 

Indian dance and music was previously unknown in the West, and for eight years the troupe was feted as 
an exotic phenomenon everywhere - particul.arly in North America, Europe and India. Robu went to school 
for two years in Paris, began accompanying the group musicaJly, but soon became a dancer himself. In 1935 the 
troupe was joined for a year by Ustad Allauddin Khan, an extraordinary virtuoso musician commonly recog -
nized as the founder of modern Hindustani classical music for his assimilation and mastering of many styles of 
India's varied musical tradition. Shankar was captivated, and when the troupe returned to India in 1938, he 
became "Baba" Allauddin Khan's disciple in Maihar, Central India. For nearly seven years he learned sitar ac-
cording to the old guru-shishya approach, characterized by disciplined study irt an isolated environment and a 
neo-religious reverence for the guru. He also married Saba's daughter Annapurna in 1941. They had a son 
Shubho in 1942. 
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Now known as Ravi Shankar, he gradually 
gained a name as a performer. His first concert 
was in 1939, and in 1940 he began recitals on 
All-India Radio. Of particular renown were 
the innovative "jugalbandi" duets he played 
with the young Ali Akbar Khan, his guru's son, 
today acknowledged as the master of the 
sarod. After ending full-time training, Shankar 
moved to Bombay, joining for one year (1945-
46) the Indian People's Theatre Association, 
where he contributed the score to the ballet 
India Immortal (1945) and the sound track music 
to two highly influential, though commercially 
unsuccessful, realist movies, Dlzarti Ke Lai and 
Neecha Nagar (both 1946). He also composed a 
new tune for the national song "Sare Jahan Se 
Accha," which has become a popular standard. 

Shortly after India's independence, he put 
on two productions of the ballet The Discovery 
of India (1947) based on the books by Nehru, 
who even attended a performance himself. 
Shankar then moved to Delhi to become Direc-
tor of Music at All-India Radio (1949-56), attaining further fame through his new Vadya Vrinda ("National Or-
chestra") for his experiments with Indian orchestral music. In this period he also composed and directed the 
music for Satyajit Ray's celebrated Apu Trilogy, including his debut feature Pather Panc/111/i (1955), the first In-
dian film to succeed worldwide. 

Increasingly Shankar was looking to take his music abroad. As a young boy in. Paris, he had been hurt by 
many Western musicians' ignorance of Indian music, and he harbored a desire to rectify this. 1n 1952 he played 
for Yehudi Menuhin in Delhi, awakening in the violin maestro an overwhelming passion for Indian music and 
starting a deep friendship which continues today. In Menuhin he saw for the first time a Western classical musi-
cian who truly appreciated the beauty of Indian music. Touring the USSR in 1954 with the first Indian Cultural 
Delegation further encouraged him in his mission. So in late 1956 he first toured Europe and America as a solo 
sitarist, making a considerable impact through h1s concerts and early albums (Ravi Shankar Plays Three Classical 
Ragas and India's Master Musician - both 1957). In 1958 he visited Japan as leader of a cultural delegation and 
played at the UNESCO Music Festival in Paris. Ever since, he has been a regular globe-trotting performer, 
while always making a point of returning to India every year. 

Back at home he was blossoming. His talent for orchestral composition and love of stage extravaganzas 
spurred him on to a sequence of innovative musicals and ballets. Yet he remained as a classical soloist, famed 
for his interpretation of the traditional raga forms and for his composition of new ones. Many currently popu-
lar ragas are his creations. 

He has continued to provide well-received film sound tracks in both East and West, including Kabuliwala in 
1956, the short A Chairy Tale (1957), Anuradha (1960), Godan (1963), Conrad Rook's Chappacqua (1965), and Ralph 
Nelson's Oscar-winning Charly (1968). More recently there have been the Indian films Meera (1979) and Genesis 
(1986), Richard Attenborough's multi-Oscar-winning Gandhi (for which he received an Academy Award nomi-
nation for the music), and the American children's story The Tiger and the Brahmin (1991). 
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There are two separate sides to Ravi Shankar as a musician: as a classical sitar performer he has always 
been a traditional purist, but as a composer he has sought to push back boundaries. Even before the sitar explo-
sion that occurred in 1966 when he met George Harrison, he was working with and influencing musicians in 
different musical spheres, including jazz, Western classical and folk. 

He first explored the similarities between Indian music and jazz in the album Improvisations (1962), which 
featured Bud Shank. He gave lessons in Indian music to John Coltrane and Don Ellis, and composed the piece J 
Rich a la Rakha for Buddy Rich and his own erstwhile tabla accompanist Alla Rakha. For the Bombay festival 
Jazzmine (1980), he wrote pieces for, among others, saxophonist John Handy. j 

In 1966 he played his first sitar-violin duet with Menuhin at the Bath Festival, and the following year he 
famously reprised the collaboration at the United Nations as a centerpiece of the Human Rights Day celebra-
tions . He and Menuhin together issued three volumes of West Meets East recordings, the first of which won a 
1967 Grammy Award. 

But it was his meeting with and teaching Harrison in 1966 that proved most earth-shaking of all. Indian 
music and culture were suddenly given maximum exposure in the West, and Shankar leaped into the poplar 
consciousness, from highly respected classical musician to the hippie idol of Monterey and Woodstock. By 1967 
he could open a Los Angeles branch of Kinnara. Attaining the mainstream of popular Western culture proved 
to be a mixed blessing; Harrison has remained a close friend to this day, and Shankar took to this new level ce-
lebrity enthusiastically, but he objected to some of the hipp ie's drug-taking and misrepresenta tion of India, and 
said so publicly. After Woodstock (1969) he gave up appearances at pop festivals. 

Clarification of his culture and message was a consistent theme for Shankar in the late sixties and early 
Seventies. He wrote his first book, My Music, My Life; was the subject of the film Raga; and was Visiting Profes-
sor at City College, New York in the fall semester of 1967. He was also very keen to advance the opport unities 
for Indian musicians to gain exposure outside of their homeland. He was probably the first to bring other In-
dian soloists to the West with him, for 1968's Festival of India concerts. 

Shankar opened up a further direction with the composition and performance of the first ever Concerto for 
Sitar written for a western orchestra. It premiered in London (1971), featuring the London Symphony Orches-
tra, conducto r Andre Previn, and Shankar himself as soloist. 

Harrison and Shankar launched 1971's Concerts for Bangladesh , the first major music charity event. The 
sound track won Shankar his second Grammy, for the Best Album of 1972. Harrison continued to assist in the 
discovery of Indian music by the West, playing on the album Shankar Family and Friends (1973) and producing 
Music Festival From India (1975), which featured a host of the finest soloists from India. 

By the Eighties he had achieved the international respect that he sought: he was appointed the Artistic Di-
rector of the Asian Olympics, held in Delhi in 1982. Moreover, he was now able to fulfill more of his wishes for 
cross-cultural experiments. In 1985 he undertook a further Indo-Japanese work, performed live in Los Angeles. 
On the album Tana Mana (1987), he exp lored the possibilities of new syn thesizer and emulator technology and 
merged it with Indian instruments, vocals, rhythms, and artists, with dancers from the Bolshoi, in a stunning 
live performance in the KTemlin. The recording became one of his finest albums (1989). In April 1989 he per-
formed his Sitar Concerto #1 on tour in Europe and India with Zubin Mehta and the European Youth Orchestra, 
following up with the album Passages (1990), another electronic collaboration, this time with the founder of 
minimalism Philip Glass; and then the production in Britain (1989) and India (1991) of a new "musical theatre" 
he specially composed Glumashyam. 

Countless honors have been bestowed upon India's unofficial cultural ambassador in recent years. Today 
Shankar continues to work at a rate belying his 76 years and recent health prob lems (he has had two heart 
attacks) . His long-term hopes are pinned on Anoushka, his 16 year-old daughter by second wife Sukanya, with 
whom he now lives in California. Talented Anoushka has been performing in concert alongside her father for 
over two years, and it will be fitting if the torch of Ravi Shankar, perhaps the greatest innovator of our time but 
a classical purist at heart, is carried one day by his own child . 

- Oliver Craske 
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ANOUSHKA SHANKAR is the extremely talented 16 
year old daughter of Ravi Shankar, who has studied 
under her father for the last seven years and in 1995, 
at the age of 13, made her professional debut in New 
Delhi, India. Since then she has assisted her father at 
major concert halls in India, Europe, the U.S.A., Asia 
and the Far East. Anoushka is the only student of 
Ravi Shankar to study under his tutelage from the 
absolute beginning, starting with how to hold the 
sitar. Trained also in classical piano, Ms. Shankar is 
developing her own unique sound by studying the 
masterful style of her father. In March she accompa-
nied him in a performance of his Concerto No. 1 for 
Sitar and Orchestra with the London Symphony 
Orchestsra conducted by Zubin Mehta, in celebration 
of the 50th anniversary of the independence of India. Critics worldwide acknowledge the gifts of this rising 
star and hail her as the obvious successor to the great tradition of her father. 

"Anoushka looks set to be an important a pioneer as her father." BBC Music Magazine, U.K. 1995 
"The limelight was however stolen by the maestro's 13 year old daughter ..... " Pioneer New Delhi, 1995. 
"The one person who outshone Ravi Shankar when the 75 year old sitar maestro performed at the packed 

Barbican Hall in London was his 14 year old daughter, Anoushka. The haJI rang with thunderous applause 
after she had played raga 1ilak Shyam, one of her father's own creations ..... } udging from Anoushka's perfor-
mance, Ravi Shankar has much to be proud of - - the family musical tradition seems safe in his daughter's 
nimble fingers." Telegraph, London 1995 

"Anoushka's skill provides her father with a living legacy." The Record, New York, November 1996 
"Anoushka sent her fingers dancing over the arched firsts with admirable ease, displaying a subtlety and 

dignity way beyond her almost impossibly tender 15 years ..... lf indeed the torch was being passed to a 
younger generation, there was none more proud in Carnegie Hall than the father and Guru of 20th Century 
Indian Music." New York News, Nov-ember 1996 

"But during one piece, Ms. Shankar received a standing ovation during the performance ..... she is special, 
and her father, beaming, seemed to know it." New York Times, November 1996 

''But the evenings discovery was Anoushka. Playing as if she had studied for several lifetimes, she was 
equal in every way to the more experienced players. Towards the end of the night she played a long, up-tempo 
beautifuUy constructed solo that established her as the obvious successor to her father's crown." The Oregonian, 
November 1996 

"The sitar King and Princess - The only problem with living legends is their mortaJity ..... The 
contemporrary musical world has grown so accustomed to associating Shankar with the sitar that it is hard to 
imagine who will carry the torch when he is gone. On Friday night at Carnegie Hall, Shankar himself offered 
an answer, presenting for the first time in this city his frighteningly precocious daughter, Anoushka." Newsdny, 
November, 1996 

"Ms Shankar took over for the fast second section, perpetuaJ motion melody improvisation, that kept 
gathering momentum, drawing sustained applause." New York Times, September 18, 1997 

"Watching her skim the scales with her father is something akin to levitation." Voice, New York, Septem-
ber 10, 1997 

"Anoushka, in demonstrating a distinctly un-adolescent aplomb in such a large room, the younger 
Shankar revealed herself to be a remarkable promising sitru:ist." Time Out, New York (Carnegie Hall Concert),, 
September, 1997 

" ..... she performed with exceptional clarity and speed, and showed remarkable facility in an instrument 
that most players have to practice for decades." Washington Post, Novermber 11, 1997 
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Program Notes by Ravi Shankar 
O N INDIAN I NSTRUMENTS 

The sitar is the most popular stringed instrnment of India. It has existed there in its present form for ap-
proximately seven hundred years. It is fashioned from a seasoned gourd and teakwood. It has a track of twenty 
metal frets, wj th six or seven main playing strings above them and thirteen sympathetic resonating strings 
placed below. The sympathetic strings are strummed upon occasion with the little finger of the right hand in-
serted in the main strings. The instrument is tuned to the raga being played, and the main strings are plucked 
by a plectrum worn on the index finger of the right hand. 

The tabla is the two-piece drum of India. The right-hand drum (the tabla) is tuned to the tonic, dominant 
and subdominant, and is often re-tuned with a hammer during a performance. The left-hand drum (or bayan) 
acts as the bass drum and is capable of many tones which can be varied by degrees of pressure from the base of 
the left palm. 

The tamboura is a four-or-five-str inged instrument which gives an essen tial drone background to all 
[ndian music. It is tuned to the raga being performed and emphasized the tonic, dominant and subdominant. 

O N INDIAN MUSIC 

The system of Indian classical music known as Raga Sangeet can be traced back nearly two thousand years 
to its origin in the Vedic hymns of the Hindu temples. Unlike Western classical music, as much as 90 percent of 
Indian music may be improvised, depending on the artistic facility and creative imagination of the performer. 
Our musical tradition is an oral one taught directly to the student by his guru rather than by the system of writ-
ten notation used in the West. 

The very heart of Indian music is the raga: the melodic form upon which the artists improvises his perfor-
mance. A raga is a scientific, precise, subtle and aesthetic melodic form with its own specific ascending and de-
sc~nding movement consisting of either a fuJl seven-note octave or a series of six or five notes. 

There are seventy-two basic melas, or parent scales, on which all ragas are based. The subtle difference in 
the order of notes, an omission of a dissonant note, an emphasis on a particular note and the use of microtones 
and other effects, all distinguish one raga from the other. 

Every raga is also characterized by its own particular rasa or principa l mood. The acknowledged order of 
these nine sentiments, or emotions, is as follows: romantic and erotic, humorous, pathetic, anger, heroic, fearful, 
disgustful, amazement, and peaceful. Each raga, in addition to being associated with a particular mood, is also 
closely connected to a particular time of day or a season of the year. Thus, via the rich melodies and rhythm of 
lndian music, every human emotion, every subtle feeling in man and nature, can be musically expressed and 
experienced. 

In terms of aesthetics, a raga is the projection of the artist's inner spirit: a manifestatfon of his most pro-
found feelings and sensibilities. The mus ician must breathe life into each raga as he unfolds and expands it so 
that each note shimmers and pulsates with life and the raga is revealed vibrant and incandescent with beauty. 

Next to be considered are the talas, or rhythmic cycles of a ra.ga. There is a unique intricacy and rhythmic 
sophistication in Indian music. There are talas ranging from a 3-beat cycle to 108 beats within a cycle! The divi-
sions in a tala and the stress on the first beat, called sum, are the most important features. 

Talas with the same number of beats may have stress on different beats (example: a bar of 10 beats may be 
divided as 2-3-2-3 or 3-3-4 and 3-4-3). Within the framework of the fixed beats the drummer can improvise to 
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the same extent as the main artists. The most exciting moment for a seasoned listener was when both musi-
cians, after their individual improvisations, come back together on the sum. The most popular taJas are: 

Dadra: cycle of 6 beats divided 3-3 
Rupak: cycle of 7 beats divided 3--2-2 
Jhaptal: cycle of 10 beats divided 2-3-2-3 
Ektal: cycle of 12 beats divided 4-4-2-2 
Ada Chautal: cycle of 14 beats divided 2-4-4-4 
Teental: cycle of 16 beats divided 4-4-4-4 

Although overtones are very much a part of Indian music, there are no deliberate modulations and harmo-
nies as in Western music. The existing harmony is in its simplest form and is more inherent than preconceived. 
Ideally, the new listener in the West is invited to forget counterpoint, harmony and mixed color tones when he 
hears our music and to relax into the rich melody and rhythm of om ancient art. With an open mmd, he will be 
introduced to a whole world of sound, tones, and microtones never heard before. 

ON THE CLASSICAL RECITAL 

The improvisational nature of Indian music requires the artist to take into consideration the setting, time 
allowed for his concert, his mood, and the feeling he discerns ·in the audience before he begins to play. 

Since our music is spiritual in origin, it is devotional in performance. The traditional recital begins with the 
alap section - the stately and serene exploration of the chosen raga. After this slow, introspective, heartfelt, 
sometimes sad beginning, the musician moves on to the jo.r. In this part, rhythm enters and is developed and 
iMwnerable variations on the raga's basic theme are elaborated. There is no drum accompaniment in either the 
alap or the jor. 

The a lap and the jor evolve into the gat, the fixed composition of the raga. Here the drums enter with the 
wonderful rhythmic structure of the gat and its time cycle, the tala. A gat can be in any tala, either in slow, me-
dium or fast tempo. The musician improvises on a variety of taans - musical phrases in different speeds -
and todas - a combination of plucked passages. The gat - which can be anything between four to sixteen 
bars of fixed composition - is the vehicle the artist must return to after his improvisation. 

While the Indian musician has complete freedom to improvise as he wishes, he may do so only as Jong as 
he does not depart from the format of the raga and tala. 

The step-by-step acceleration of the rhythm in the gat finally culminates in the jhala: the final movement 
and climax of the raga. Here the music becomes more and more playful and exciting. Sawal jabab, the dazzling 
interplay and rapid exchange between the sitar and tabla, has the power to enthrall and amaze even the most 
uninitiated listener as it brings the raga to its conclusion. 

Often, at the conclusion of a recital, the musician may choose to play a thumri, or dhun. This semi-classical 
style is much freer and is completely romantic, sensual and erotic. 

Today, Indian classical music is a permanent part of Western culture. Many composers and musicians have 
been influenced by our music. The openness, willingness to learn, and sincere enthusiasm of Western audiences 
are a continuing source of inspiration and delight. 
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1his will be the final concert given under my direction. While I have chosen the 
attractions for the coming season, they will be presented to you by my successor, 
Mrs. Shelton - my assistant for the past 13 years. Let me take this opportunity to 
wish her well in her new position and to thank you for your support of the 
Secrest Series. I am confident that your loyalty and enthusiasm will continue in 
the years to come. 

- George Trautwein 

Chitose Okashiro, pianist (September 19, 1998) -The Secrest Series again presents a rising 
star, playing works from her recent successes on CD recordings: music by Mozart, 
Schumann, Debussy and Scriabin. 

Hesperion XX (October 25, 1998) - A company of 19 - Consorts of voices, viols, wind 
instruments, specializing in European (especially Spanish) music before 1800. Featuring the 
brilliant vocal stylist, Montserrat Figueras. 

The Doc Severinsen Big Band (November 20, i998) - America's great trumpeter-showman, 
with the band made famous by its appearances on the "Tonight" show. Classics from the 
Big Band era and virtuoso solos. 

Radio Symphony Orchestra of Berlin (February 7, 1999) - conducted by Raphael Friihbeck 
de Burgos. Vladimir Spivakov plays Tchaikowsky's Violin concerto, plus orchestral works 
by Prokofiev and Stravinsky ("The Rite of Spring"). 

Muir String Quartet with David Shifrin, clarinetist (March 20, 1999) - A return appearance 
by the Muirs, featuring Brahms' Clarinet Quintet and string quartets by Haydn and 
Debussy. 

Claire Bloom (April 10, 1999) - The distinguished British stage, screen and television actress 
in one of her widely acclaimed solo evenings, entitled "Portraits of Shakespeare's Women." 

WAKE FOREST 
UN I VERSITY 

Ushers are WFU students and members of the 
Asian Student Interest Associatio,i (ASIA). 

Tire use of recording devices is not allowed. 

Tickets for all Secrest Artists Series events are 
available without charge to all Wake Forest 

students, faculty and staff They are sold, 
individually and by subscription 

to the general public. 




